
Saturday Sunday Monday Tuesday
Schedule of the day 01-07-2023 07-02-2023 03-07-2023 04-07-2023
8:30am-9:00am registration of participants registration of participants registration of participants registration of participants registration of participants

9:00am-9:45am
Free play of all children

- activities and games depending 
on the day

Welcoming participants, setting rules 
together, creating names for groups 
and their customs in the context of 
Crakow - integration

Greeting in groups, free play, 
reading/storytelling text introducing 
the day - movement games 
(jumping, dancing, playing)

Greeting in groups, free play, 
reading/storytelling text introducing 
the day - movement games 
(jumping, dancing, playing)

Trip to Krakow ZOO, city bus ride 
walk in Lasek Wolski - including the child 
should carry 35 PLN for tickets

9:45am-10:15am

Second breakfast (children should 
have packed on their own - some 
fruits and vegetables, sandwiches, 
smoothies, etc.).

SECOND BREAKFAST SECOND BREAKFAST SECOND BREAKFAST SECOND BREAKFAST (in zoo, 
parents pack children into backpacks)

10:15am-1:00pm

Field games divided by age (toddlers 
and the youngest children going to 
the playground, older children field 
games and longer walking around 
Jordana Park and other place in 
Cracow)

Getting to know the legends of 
Krakow- Krzysztofory, Dove Knights, 
Towers of St. Mary's Church- 
children receive a scout sheet to fill 
in- art activities

Departure to the Experience Park

Legend of the Wawel Dragon- 
search for the Dragon, visit to the 
Dragon Square: "Did Dragons 
really exist?"
Walk through the longest river in 
Poland.

Trip to Krakow ZOO, city bus ride,
walk in Lasek Wolski.

1:10pm-2:20pm Lunch break (with parents, parents pick up their children for that time and bring them back to us)

2:30pm- 4:30pm Art and technical and creative 
activities 

Salt mass sculptures - we create 
characters from Cracovian legends. 
Visiting the largest meadow in 
Cracow - Błonia (playing ball and 
scouts plays).

Sensory experience of everyday life-
sounds, colors, different structures. 
Painting with paints. Mixing colors. 
Abstract Krakow landscapes made 
by children.

Creating a model of the Old City 
and building the Recycling Dragon. 
Playing with bumpy blocks. 
Puzzles and coloring books.

Polish nature- independent preparation of 
souvenirs from the trip to Krakow - 
bracelets and beads. Postcards (painting 
with paints, crayons). 
Going to Jordan Park to say goodbye to 
Krakow.

4:30pm-5:00pm Afternoon snacks Afternoon snack Afternoon snack Afternoon snack Afternoon snack

5:00pm-7:30pm Free play. It is also time to pick up the 
children.

Free play. It is also time to pick up 
the children.

Free play. It is also time to pick up 
the children.

Free play. It is also time to pick up 
the children.

Free play. It is also time to pick up the 
children.

Mandatory for everyday:
backpack
bottle of water
baseball cap
changing clothes (T-shirt, pants)
rain jacket
sunscreen
comfortable shoes
pocket money in cash per day (max PLN 30)
we do not take responsibility for valuables (Iphone, cameras, phone etc)

*due to weather conditions and the needs of children.
program may be subject to change


